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Why use People
Manager application








Allows efficiently allocate human resources and manage customer projects
Helps optimize project costing and accurately manage project portfolios, releases and business demandes
Ensures time tracking of the progress
of work, costs, projects and capacity in
the real time
Serves for teamwork with wide range
of users in different job roles.

People Manager application is designed for project and human resources management. It has a
modular structure and is focused on easy, intuitive and ergonomic work with user friendly design.

A powerful tool for
key workers
The application People Manager gives your staff
a powerful system for project and corporate human resources management. It can be used
either as a cloud-based solution or it can be installed in the corporate environment.

Project Manager manages projects. He demands workers with the necessary skills.
 Resource Manager manages the utilization of
the team. He allocates staff according to the
project managers needs.
 Reporting staff report the finished work. They
ask for time off.
 Company Management manages the company, he checks the profitability of the projects
including effective use of the human resources and capacity. He takes corrective action when necessary.


Benefits for you

Resource Manager console clearly shows planned volume of
the work, capacities and utilization of resources

People Manager provides users with a wide range of features and options. It enables easy application customization according to demands of
the users, their needs and habits. The development team has used wide experiences of the
project management, including modern trends in
project and resource management.



Easy and quick deployment into the
enterprise environment



Extensive customization and configuration functions



Possibility of the integration with other
corporate systems



Simple assignment of user roles



Intuitive user friendly solution



High security



Automatic sending of notifications and
reports

PEOPLE MANAGER
User friendly interface

Detailed reports

People Manager application provides users with a
simple, intuitive user-friendly graphical interface.
Ergonomically designed control makes the applica-

People Manager solution offers a wide range of reports for different types of users. For resource managers provides the application a unique function
Resources leveling with detailed overview of
current and future utilization of internal and
external sources. Reports can be automatically send via emails to mailboxes of users.

Utilization of the staff are graphically comprehensibly
displayed on a timeline

tion easier to work with. Individual tasks are
greatly simplified. Responsive environment
provides an optimized display including mobile devices.

The modular system allows users expansion according to their real needs

Effective approval processes

Modular solutions

Approval of the requirements of the staff allocation
in a projects, timesheet or time off approval is
quick and easy. You can also use multiple automatic approval, which allows you to approve all timesheets at the same time and transmit the data for
further processing. This function may contribute to
greater workers discipline according to deadlines
for attendance reporting.

The modular system allows the user to deploy only
those parts of the system that will be really used.
Additional module is for example Time & attendance. Available are also other upgrading modules,
such as Release Management, Demand Management and Portfolio management. These can
also work independently without the basic system.

High configurability
For specific customers, you can set up specific
functions including parameters, branding applications, the organizational structure of the company,
classifications of activities, individual roles and types of users and more. Everything you need can set
through the console administrator.

Contact:
Principal engineering s.r.o.
Hanusova 16, 140 00 Praha 4
peoplemanager@principal.cz
www.peoplemanager.cz

Principal engineering s.r.o. company is a provider of business consulting services for key projects in banking, telecommunications, services, manufacturing and
government segments. Our customers are always looking for the best solution
available. The implementation is provided by our consultants with of customer's
industry knowledge, specific environment and used technologies.

